CarboMetal
Neue metallische
Hochleistungsverbundwerkstoffe

In order to transfer the outstanding properties of the CNTs to the
metal matrix composite, it is necessary to disperse the CNTs
homogeneously into the bulk of the matrix. Additionally a good
interface CNT-metal is required. Different routes are necessary to
synthesise multi-walled CNTs coated with aluminium and copper. By
modification of the surface of the CNTs with defects or functional
groups we could vary the grade of the CNT coating.

Al@CNT

1) PEAK route 1: direct powder injection technique into the melt stream for Sprayforming

IPP (Impact Powder Pump)
PEAK injection technique for
powder injection and powder milling

IPP technique is not suitable for the deagglomeration of
CNTs Baytubes C70P and homogeneous merging with
Aluminiumpowder (AlSi /AlZn)

2) PEAK route 2: powder injection of conditioned powder with IPP technique

Cu@CNT
Project target:
Sprayformed aluminium billet
Diameter: 300mm
Length: 1250mm
Weight: 220kg
Intensive and fast mixing with HOSOKAWA
technique of CNTs Baytubes and
Aluminiumpowder

Intensive mixing technique is not suitable for
embedding the CNTs into the aluminium powder
particles

3) PEAK route 3: alternative powder compaction (SPS or HIP) of conditioned and milled
powder [SPS: Spark Plasma Sintering, HIP: Hot Isostatic Pressing]

Powder Metallurgy Route:

Synthesis of SiO2/x-coated CNTs (Atomic Layer
Deposition)
Bead-like SiO2/x structures are grown on CNTs by Atomic Layer
Deposition (ALD) in the gas phase.
100 nm

1) Al / Cu@CNT Composites
Cu@CNTs are integrated in Al-alloy matrix through high energy ball-milling.
The mixed powders as well as the composites produced are very
homogeneous. Young’s modulus, yield strength and ultimate tensile
strength have been increased by 4%, 29% and 30%, respectively.

10 nm

XPS measurements verifies deposition of SiO2/x.:
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Next steps:
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Simulation CNT-Metal interactions

Spray-compacting Route: Sprayformed Al-CNT Billet

Oxygen

Silicium

Chlorine

•Integration of SiO2/x
funtionalised CNT in metal
matrix
•Realization of other
functional groups, e. g. TiO2

2) Cu / CNT Composites
As-grown CNTs and conditioned CNTs are embedded in a copper matrix
through ultrasonic supported dispersion and mixing, hot pressing and hot
extrusion. Depending on the used CNT type and volume fraction the
properties can be tailored (electrical conductivity, yield strength, ultimate
tensile strength and thermal conductivity). The wet dispersion method
brought forward to Aluminum-CNT composites.

Atomistic Simulations of CNT - Metal Interactions
Molecular dynamics simulations are used to
investigate the thermal conductivity of CNTmetal composites. In the case of a CNT,
partially covered by Fe atoms, a dramatic
reduction of the thermal conductivity
compared to pristine CNTs is found.
The binding strength between metals and
CNTs is determined using quantum-chemical
methods. The role of defects, functional
groups and doping has been examined for the
interaction between Cu and CNTs. While the
functional groups OH and COOH are
chemically reduced by Cu, defects or doping
with B significantly increase the binding
strength between Cu-atoms and the CNTlattice.

Melting Route: Dispersion of CNTs in Liquid Metal

H O

Cu

C

The intention is the dispersion of CNTs by stirring into molten metal. Result
(up to now): Mixing of non-treated CNTs in molten material is difficult. Alcoated CNTs are easier to disperse. The tested cast samples showed only
small increase of hardness and strength. CNTs in the residues within the
melting pot had no Al functionalisation examined by SEM.
Principle of
melt/stirring-process

Tested ceramic stirrer

Reduction of OH-group on
graphene by a single Cuatom
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Fabrication processes for CNT-reinforced metal matrix composites

Functionalisation by CNT-coating for metal mattrix

Synthesis of Al- and Cu-coated CNTs (Electroless
Plating Process / Chemical and Heat Treatments)

